


INTRODUCTION 
The hardware of Honeywell's Series 200 Electronic Data 
Processing System reflects the most advanced know
how in today's computer industry. To consummate the 
effectiveness of this system, Honeywell has developed 
a comprehensive array of programming and operating 
aids, or "software," that will ensure each user's realiza
tion of the hardware's great potential. 

COMPREHENSIVENESS 

Series 200 software is comprehensive. All the functions 
required for normal data processing are included in the 
library of programming and operating aids. 

OBJECT PROGRAM PREPARATION - Conversion of 
programs from one of several easy-to-use source lan
guages, or from certain competitive system languages, to 
machine code. 

GENERALIZED DATA MANIPULATION - The per
formance of those data processing chores common to 
most users, such as sorting, input/output operations, and 
report generation. 

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF PROGRAMS 
- Updating of object program master files, selection of 
programs to be run, and control of cheCKout and produc
tion operation. 

GENERAL UTILITY FUNCTIONS - Auxiliary opera
tions such as tape searching, tape file copying, media 
conversion, and dynamic memory and tape dumps. 

PROGRAM COMPATIBILITY 

A distinctive feature of Series 200 programming aids is 
that they and the object programs which they produce 

are operationally compatible with one another. This 
property enables the operating system to draw all ele
ments into an integrated whole. Object programs pro-
duced by a variety of program preparation aids, as well 
as programs from the software library itself, may all be 
intermixed on run tapes and processed by the PLUS 
Operating System. The advantages offered by this fea-
ture are highlighted in a succeeding discussion of the 
PLUS System. 
Complete program compatibility is a built-in feature of 
Series 200. A single machine language is used with all of 
the Models 120/200/1200/2200/4200, allowing the user 
to run on the Model 4200 any program written for the 
smaller machines. Thus, software and software-pro-
duced object programs which run on even the smallest __ 
~ossible processor c~n also ru~ on the la~ge: COnfigura-~.?~. 
hons, and usually WIth a conSIderable gam m perform ~ ~ 

ance due to the faster cycle times and increased input/:i 
output simultaneity.i -

~ 
FLEXIBILITY 

The outstanding modularity and resultant flexibility of 
Series 200 hardware have their parallels in the program
ming and operating aids furnished with the system. 
Most types of programs in the software library are 
offered in several versions to run in systems configura
tions of different sizes and compositions. In particular, 
it is important to note that software versions written for 
large systems are designed to take advantage of the 
increased internal and input/output processing capaci-
ties of these systems. In addition, the majority of soft
ware programs utilizing punched cards are also imple
mented for punched paper tape. Furthermore, a compre
hensive array of random access drum software is pro
vided. 
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PROGRAM PREPARATION AIDS 
Honeywell supplies the Series 200 user with an assem

.- ,(jly system, a program conversion system, and com
/(~ers. Specifically, these comprise the Easycoder As-
~embly System, the Liberator conversion programs 

Bridge and Easytran, a COBOL (Common Business
Oriented Language) compiler, and Fortran, a scientific
language compiler. 

Of considerable importance to users is the ability of the 
assembler and compilers to produce programs tagged as 
belonging to a particular "job." To make use of this 
facility, the programmer need only specify a particular 
parameter (e.g., A) in the director cards for all of the 
programs constituting a job. Then at object time, pro
grams may be called and executed individually; or a 
complete job, consisting of several programs, may be 
called and automatically executed in its entirety. The 
programmer may assign several parameters to a single 
program so that it becomes part of a number of different 
jobs. 

EASYCODER ASSEMBLY SYSTEM 

An assembly system comprises two elements: a symbolic 
language, and an assembly program which translates 
source programs written in the symbolic language into 
machine language. The Series 200 Assembly System, 
called Easycoder, is furnished in versions to meet the 

_-, - needs of all system sizes, from the smallest to the largest J.- configuration. 

EASYCODER FOR SMALL SYSTEMS 

The versions of Easycoder for small, card-oriented and 
paper tape-oriented systems are designed for configura
tions which include from 2,048 to 12,288 characters of 
core memory and a card (or paper tape) reader and 
punch. Magnetic tape. drives, if available, can be used 
to advantage in these configurations. However, pro
grams assembled by these versions can be run on a 
system of any size. Specifically associated with these 
versions of Easycoder are: 

CARD LOADER, PAPER TAPE LOADER, and MEMORY 
DUMP - Routines generated automatically according to 
a programmer's specification and included in an object 
program to perform, respectively, 'program loading oper
ations and a printout of memory contents upon request. 

CONDENSE - A routine which accepts an object pro
gram deck produced by Easycoder Assembly, each card 
of which contains a single instruction, and produces a 
condensed deck containing several instructions per card. 
A typical deck is compressed to about one-fifth its origi
nal size. (Requires a 4,096-character memory, a card 
reader or magnetic tape unit, and a card punch or mag-

;,;;. netic tape unit.) 
..... lrj....--.. 

-~' Even in a minimum equipment configuration, Easycoder 
assembles programs at an average rate of 110 program 
statements per minute on the Model 200. This speed can 
be increased to 450 statements per minute in systems 
which include 4,096 characters of memory and two tape 
units to receive output. 

EASYCODER FOR LARGER SYSTEMS 

The Easycoder Assembly System takes advantage of 
larger equipment configurations to provide additional 
flexibility and speed. In addition to advanced language 
functions (described below), Easycoder for larger sys
tems also provides: 

MAINTENANCE OF SYMBOLIC PROGRAM FILE - A 
file of Easycoder source programs is input to each as
sembly run and is updated as specified by the pro
grammer. 

SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY - Run tapes contain specific 
programs selected by the programmer from both an in
put deck of new programs and a tape file of previously 
processed symbolic programs. 

LIBRARY FACILITIES - A basic library of general
purpose software is furnished by Honeywell to perform 
common jobs; to this the user can add his own often 
used programs and routines. Programs in the library can 
be conveniently assembled into an object program by 
the use of macro instructions. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE - The use of highly efficient 
processing techniques, in conjunction with the hardware 
power of Series 200, enables Easycoder for larger sys
tems to achieve very high levels of performance (up to 
1000 statements per minute on the Model 200). 

ENVIRONMENT AL FLEXIBILITY - Easycoder for 
larger systems can be utilized in both tape- and card
oriented installations. 
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EASYCODER ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

Honeywell's Easycoder Assembly System includes an 
assembly language which combines ease of use with 
power and flexibility. The Easycoder assembly language 
incorporates easily remembered mnemonic operation 
codes. Memory location addresses may be denoted either 
by absolute decimal numbers or by symbolic tags; a sym
bolic address may be expressed relative to a tag defined 
elsewhere in the same program, e.g., as TAG+4. Both 
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indexed and indirect addressing may be specified in 
Easycoder Language. 

The value of an operand may be specified directly bY~f \ 
means of a literal. Also, programming is greatly simpli-:"", 
fied through the use of macro instructions which cause 
the generation of appropriate sequences of machine in
structions or the insertion of a library routine into an 
object program. 

\1ACHlNE INSTH[JCTlON STATEMENTS (direct 
counterparts of Series :ZOO mociline instructions) -- Typi
col statement consists (If tug. mnemonic operotion code, 
one or more operund uddrcsses (or literal operonds), ond 
one or more voriont ciJarocters. 

BCE (Branch if ChUHlCler Equol) stuiement. Referenced 
elsewhere by the symbolic tug COMPAR; assembly pro
dllces mochine instruction to cuuse 0 branch to locotion 
GOTOIF if iucnfion S/\1\1E1\S contoins the octal volue 
2.3. 

Subtract statement using literol operond; 24 to be sub
tr(l(:ted trom contents of ACCUM. 

Relutive nddressing; stntement ndds contents of ADD
END to {wid 10 locutions beyond AUG. 

A1JU\/e ReE instruction modified to illustrate indexec(~' 
011(1 indirect wirircssing. Address of data toggeci 
SAME/\S is Clelded 1.0 contents of index register 1 (Xl) 
to form (Jddrcss Inr c()mpuris(JI1. Daiu Gt uddress formed 
is compmed to vuri(]nt (2.3), and if equal, program 
bmI1ches to iocotion V.t/lOSP uddress is stored at GOTOIF 
(jnclirect oddressing). 

DATA FORMATTING STATEMENTS ._- These stoie
ments instruct the Assembly Program 1.0 set up constonts 
Gnd reserved memory oreGS GIld to punctuGte memory to 
indicote field bounriuries. 

Store the decinwl vnltic ;- G (IS a constunt in G location to 
be ocldrcsscrl by the t(Jg SIX. 

Heservc Clll oren of 3(J h)cutions t.o be referenced by the 
tog STOHE. 
S tore the obsolu tn nd dress ossigned to the tug PART in 
Q field which c(m be referenced by the tog CODE. 

'\SSEMBL Y CONTHOL STATEMENTS - These stoie-

, .. 

ments instruct the Assembly Progl'Clm in the performance 'i 
of a 1vicie voriety of fUJl(;tiol1s reioted to creating an ob-
iect progl'ClJ11 

lvlemory nllocatiul1 for subsequent statements is to begin 
with the next locol.iun wi!CJse address is 0 multiple of 64. 

-"f 
Provide for Q temporury interruption of object prograrr:':: .... 
iuoding to bronc/-; to jucat.lOn 900. ..... 

E(]1J(Jte the tog OFLOl,V to the octo/ vulue 5. 

PWFiric fur cicul'ing to zeros tlw memory oren from 
nSU13 1.0 ESUH iJefnre [clnding the ohject progmm. 
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TIPTOP MACRO INSTRUCTIONS AND 
RESULTING OPERATIONS 

Open Tape File - Prepares the specified file to be read 
or written. Reads and checks input header labels and 
writes new labels for output file. 

Get Item - Makes the next item from the specified file 
available to the program for processing; a depleted in
put buffer is filled automatically by reading a record . 

Put Item - Moves a processed item into the next out
put buffer available; items from full buffer are auto- . 
matically transferred to tape. 

Force End-of-Reel Condition - Forces premature occur
rence of the operations normally performed automati
cally when the physical end of reel is reached. These 
operations include: rewinding tape, incrementing the 
reel sequence number, writing tape labels (output file 
only), and swapping tapes if this action is specified in 
the TIPTOP input parameters. 

Close File - If input file, deactivates the file, rewinds 
the tape if specified in TIPTOP input parameters, and 
exits to main program. If output file, pads record in 
output buffer if short and transfers it to tape, writes la
bels, exits to programmer-specified routines, rewinds 
tape, and exits to main program. 
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TAPE SORT AND COLLATE PROGRAMS ,,""~ 

These are generalized programs which adapt themselves, 
as directed by programmer-specified parameters, to 
operate in a particular hardware configuration and to 
sort and collate data in a particular format. All of the 
sort programs take advantage of the industry-acclaimed 
Polyphase sorting technique developed by Honeywell. 
Tailored for use in small systems is a sort program 
which requires only three tape units and receives its 
specialization parameters by card or paper tape. This 
program sorts fixed-length records on up to seven keys 
and provides facilities for own-coding. 

SORT P A.RAMETER CARD 

---___ 11 -- Address of input tape . 
______ 12, 13 - Addresses of work tapes . 

- 14 --- A.ddress oj merge work tape. 
(It ~ 1 __ Total number of input reels. 
-~ ~ 01G -,,- NumiJer of CilClfGcters per item. 
~ k030 -- Number of items per input record. 

~ 
~40, --- Number of i.tems per output.record. 
S, S--- Std. begmnmg and end-oJ-fde labels. 

~ 
EE -- Even-parity input und output. 

~ 
0 - Padding clwfGcter for short end record. 

" ~OO104 - - First key stmis m 1st position and is 4 char- \.~~, )' 

~ 
oclers long. ..",ftJ' 

-I: 008U2 --- Second hey starts in 8th position and is 2 char-
.. 0 y[ Gciers long. 

a 3000 - Address to l",hich presort should branch prior 
"e to processing euch item . a 
~ 2 - Halt on ul1correct.Clble read error. 
a 
..~ 
N 

More advanced sort programs are furnished for use in 
larger systems. These programs provide the added ad
vantages of read-backward Polyphase sorting and the 
ability to handle variable-length records. A sort program 
can be automatically linked to a series of related opera
tions by coding the preceding program to establish the 
sort parameter values before it terminates. These pro
grams are also self-adapting to memories larger than' 
the minimum . 

For use in conjunction with each of the sort programs, 
when needed, a collate program is available. The collate 
programs accept two or more sorted files and combine 
them to produce a single composite file in proper se
quence. 

SORT PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 

The sort times in the accompanying table exemplify the 
power of Series 200 sorts. The information given is,/f' 
from an actual situation in which a file, submitted by~~ 
a customer for testing, was sorted by one of the ad-

.. 



vanced sort programs mentioned above. The file, con
sisting of 8850 randomly distributed, 80-character, un
blocked items each having a single 5-character key 

~ ..... ~eld, was sorted by a Model 200 with 66,700-character
?~er-second tape units. 

Memory Capacity Number of Actual Run Times 
in Characters Tape Units in Minutes 

8,192 3 5.8 

8,192 4 4.9 

12,288 3 5.0 

12,288 4 4.0 

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINES 
Series 200 scientific users have available to them an 
extensive library of scientifically oriented subroutines 
which complement the capabilities of the Fortran com
pilers. This library includes the usual basic Fortran rou
tines, such as square root, exponential, trigonometric, 
and logarithmic functions, as well as matrix, statistical, 
and other more comprehensive routines. All the sub
routines in this library can be used with or without the 
scientific hardware option. 

TABULATING EQUIPMENT SIMULATION-TABSIM 

A tabulating equipment simulator, T ABSIM prepares 
printed reports from input consisting of a deck of 

r*'(\ punched cards (or a tape file of card images). The input 
~_ deck contains control cards and data on detail cards. 

The control cards contain instructions for the process
ing of the detail cards. In general terms, the output re
port represents the data on the detail cards, edited and 
processed arithmetically. 

REPORT GENERATION 

Honeywell furnishes a program for automatic creation 
of reports according to user specifications. To use the 
report generator, the programmer merely prepares a set 
of parameters defining control fields and report lines. 
These parameters are used as input to the report gen
erator, which produces a symbolic program. The assem
bled version of this program accepts raw data from 
cards or tape, edits it, and generates the desired reports. 

COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE 
The high internal speeds of the Series 200, along with 
the hardware program interrupt feature, make it well 
suited to communication and other real time applica
tions. Honeywell is furnishing a complete set of soft
ware to monitor communication activities in the system. 
In particular, the following types of routines are being 
provided: 

sJ.1NTERRUPT - Entered automatically upon the occur
- renee of a program interrupt, this routine directs the 

transfer of data between a communication control and 
the central processor and then returns control to the 
main program. 

MESSAGE QUEUING - Controls the order in which 

messages are stored, processed, and transmitted. 

ERROR CONTROL - Corrects, wherever possible, er
rors in messages received from other communication 
stations. 

SOFTWARE FOR RANDOM ACCESS DEVICES 

Honeywell offers a comprehensive array of program
ming and operating aids for the Series 200 drum user, 
including a Drum Loader/Monitor, a program for up
dating program files on a drum, a special drum sort, 
input/output routines, and utility routines. 

RANDOM ACCESS SORT 

A separate program is furnished to sort data stored on 
magnetic drums. This program strips off the item keys 
of data stored on a drum, sorts the keys, and then stores 
on the drum a table containing the keys and the ad
dresses of the corresponding file items. Items may be 
brought in from the drum in the order of the sorted keys 
by using the Easycoder macro instruction FETCH. 

RANDOM ACCESS I/O PACKAGE - DIPDOP 

Direct, serial, and random processing of drum files are 
provided by this control package. Easycoder macro in
structions are available to direct the performance of the 
following drum input/output functions: 

DIRECT-ADDRESS PROCESSING - Reading or writing 
of data from a sector whose address is given. 

SERIAL PROCESSING - Reading or writing of the item 
following the one currently being processed. 

RANDOM PROCESSING - Transfer of an item be
tween core memory and a drum location whose address 
is determined by mathematical transformation of the 
item's key. 

The drum input/output package processes either fixed
or variable-length items and blocks and unblocks items 
within records. To assist the user further, it also affords 
facilities for detection and automatic correction of 
errors. 

RANDOM ACCESS UTILITY ROUTINES 

Honeywell has designed a "package" of generalized util
ity routines for use at drum installations. The jobs per
formed by these routines include the following: 

~ Examining the contents of a drum file. 
~ Transferring a file between a drum and punched 

cards or magnetic tape (the transfer may be in either 
direction). 

~ Making corrections to a file stored on a drum. 

The separate routines which perform these functions 
may be assembled with a control routine to form an 
independent system called DIAL (Drum Interrogation, 
Alteration, and Loading); or individual routines may be 
assembled directly into an object program. In particular, 
Easycoder users may obtain specified DIAL functions 
by the use of macro instructions such as LOCATE, UN
LOAD, RESTORE, EDIT, CORRECT, COMPARE, an,d 
CLEAR. 
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OPERA TING SYSTEM - PLUS 
The PLUS Operating System is the central integrating 
element for all programs running in medium- and large-
scale Series 200 installations. It enables object programs < 
generated by the program-preparation aids to be com~ .• 
bined with one another, and with Honeywell-supplied·· • 
routines, to produce run tapes, drum files, or binary 
card decks containing all user-required functions. The 
key to this flexibility is the previously noted compati-
bility of object programs produced by the Series 200 
software. 

The PLUS System comprises a series of control and 
utility routines. These programs and routines can be 
combined to meet the specific requirements of each 
user while providing for the systematic exploitation tj 
of the equipment capabilities. I 

CONTROL PROGRAMS , 

Control programs form the core of the PLUS Operating 
System. They provide for the automatic processing of 
sequential programs during checkout or production 
runs. Under directions from the operator or from a 
running program, the control programs handle such 
functions as loading, segmentation control, and library 
search. In addition, they also control space and time 
sharing among several jobs running concurrently. They 
handle all communication between the operator and 
the running programs and provide for the effective co
ordination of all system operations from a single location"'.:::~rt 

"( ~f'.;#-4C 

JOB-ORIENTED OPERATION .... -

In the loading ope!'ation for a medium-scale system, 
for example, programs may be called singly or by 
"job." That is, an instruction may be given to execute 
a program with a given name, or to perform an entire 
job consisting of several programs. By way of illustra-
tion, assume that a run tape is being used which con-
tains programs having the following job assignment 
parameters: 

ORDINAL POSITION OF JOB ASSIGNMENT 
PROGRAM ON TAPE PARAMETERS 

------ ------------~---------

1 A B D F 

2 A G 

3 B C E 
4 B E F 

5 C D F G 

6 A C D 

If the operator calls job C, the program tape is searched 
until the first program belonging to job C, which is pro
gram 3, is found. The program is loaded and executed, 
followed automatically by programs 5 and 6, which 
constitute the remainder of job C. '" 

f' 
In effect, the specification by the operator of a job to be._ 
done makes certain programs on tape (viz., those con
stituting the specified job) "visible" to the Loader. Thus, 
the tape in the example above, although containing only 
six programs, contains seven jobs, as indicated in the 
accompanying illustration. 

I 
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LIBERATOR CONVERSION PROGRAMS 

The Liberator concept is a unique design criterion of the 
Honeywell Series 200. It allows the users of several 

/. ,competitive systems to take advantage of the superior 
tf.--~ throughput and cost/performance characteristics of the 
'.Honeywell equipment without incurring the prohibitive 

costs of reprogramming. Stated simply, Liberator is a 
hardware/software design concept which makes the 
basic instruction repertoire of the Series 200 equivalent 
to the instruction repertoires of several other data proc
essing systems, viz., the IBM 1400 series. Automatic 
conversion programs are provided to specialize the 
program compatibility of the Series 200 to the require
ments of programs written for competitive systems. 

BRIDGE - CONVERSION OF 
MACHINE-LANGUAGE PROGRAMS 

Bridge accepts a 1400-series, machine-language program 
as a source program, analyzes and transforms it into a 
Honeywell machine-language object program, and pro
duces a composite listing of the competitive and Honey
well programs with diagnostics. Run times for converted 
programs are frequently several times faster than those 
obtainable on competitive systems, due primarily to 
two factors: the superior power of Series 200 hard
ware; and provisions made by Bridge to take advantage 
of the Honeywell capability for simultaneous input/ 
output and central processor operations. 

~ '.;:-- A portion of a composite listing produced during Bridge 
~ conversion of a 1401 source program is shown below. 

If 
i 
~ 

SAMPLE OF COlvIPOSITE LISTING 
PRODUCED BY 1401 HHIDGE 

-PlloGltiM" n$t::tt ... '0." t-fot(l,l fi!AA:ftlftt Or;rAt.. M'r;~ 

< • ".,. t~JWJ(rHm l,OCH cot>! ~Nl'.YWat O&JfCT Ht5T.RUCTIOn 
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O~li 'Q:'J ,.01-l-.. i;, MU 24,. 006164 C,. 15 001}l'O OOI»)il 
OQIoU 1):7 f)J1IM l 4" 1~ {lOH't~ Me' ,. 00'''62 0OO3.f>6 cPu. q., .r.llll» A 00. CS,. o060;tOl! • ,. 00'''60'' oo~ .. '>o 
oqO! :01 -QUIVI ' t 0,6 111 Mun "" ,. oo~"',o 000411 
OOoto'tr Oll J)l:,ub e t'\" 244 OO:o.2l0 8(E " OOMP OOO)6"~U 
004n ot OlU~ 8' (U U8- o,h.210 ." " 001>4360 0004141' 

~~~ :r g~~~rT~ 006240 <s. 01 
0061 .. 1 CO. l> 

tic,"&, ttl MIl. ~ 1J!'l6llol! ". t> 
0""1 1)7 tlnn lot ttll Q64 :006241 

"'" I' (01)45 OOh62 
(10";: o.? QJ,!42' /( kU o~ ·OO6'2!lZ '" 14 llOll4S 005"'50 
~) 04 (lUff"! 6 an 006.161 • ., MS501 
00 .... 0101U IlL C¢blU ,op 
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tlO4lt9 l)''l' tilt:n ":l H29,2'l'l 00430'1 LCA " oon~5 000 .. 11 
no:4~ '1>1 Clan 4 HZ') ~~e. ooUl1l C<. " (1)1)(>5 OQOU6 m't' 014»Q' £'9& ~~i5 CO(>3:U ." " CKlS"$of> 0003-f,i!< 
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The entries on the left side of the listing describe the 
original 1401 instructions. The first of these represents 
a 1401 Load instruction which would normally be 

•. ~~ loaded into location 3~81 and would initiate a data 
~~ransfer between locatIOns H32 and 274. The entries 

on the right side of the listing describe the Series 200 
instructions created by Bridge which correspond to the 
left-side entries. The expression LCA, under the heading 
MNMC (Mnemonic) CODE, is the Easycoder symbolic 
code for the Honeywell instruction Load Characters to 

A-Field Word Mark, which corresponds to the 1401 Load 
instruction. The value 15 immediately following LCA 
is the Honeywell machine-language equivalent of the 
Load operation code. Entries under the heading Flag 
indicate conditions in the converted program which 
may be of interest to the user. 

EASYTRAN - SOURCE-PROGRAM CONVERSION 
Implemented for both 1400-series systems and the 
Honeywell Series 200, Easytran converts SPS or Auto
coder programs into Easycoder programs. Since Easy
tran can operate on competitive systems, it enables 
many prospective users to convert their programs prior 
to delivery of their Honeywell systems. Thereafter, all 
that is required to produce operating programs is that 
the converted programs be processed by the Easycoder 
Assembly System. 

Easytran provides an output listing which contains both 
the source coding and the resulting Easycoder symbolic 
coding. The upper part of the illustration shows the 
initial portion of a listing produced during the conver
sion of a 1401 program in a typical Easytran run. De
tailed diagnostic information is provided by Easytran 
on a separate page of the listing. For example, the diag
nostic information associated with the Easycoder pro
gram entry having the SEQ number 2275 is included in 
the lower part of the accompanying illustration. 

To assist the user further, Easytran provides a cross
reference listing of all symbolic tags used in the input 
program, indicating all references made to the tags. The 
user checks for the presence of flags and performs any 
manual modification which may be required. He then 
uses the converted card deck as input to the Easycoder 
Assembly System, which produces a Honeywell object 
program. 
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COBOL PROGRAMMING fORM 
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SERIES 200 COBOL 

COBOL consists of a language which is a standardized, 
business-oriented subset of English and a processing 
system called a compiler. The programmer describes 
a solution to a business problem in COBOL language, anr~j 
then the processing system generates machine-language _ 
instructions capable of performing the operations de
scribed by the programmer's sta·tements. 

COBOL LANGUAGE 

The English-language statements of COBOL provide a 
relatively machine-independent method of expressing a 
business-oriented problem to a computer. Commonly 
used nouns, verbs, and connectives are used in the pro
cedural portion of a COBOL program to construct easily 
understood sentences. The excellent documentation pro
vided by COBOL - problem definition as well as method 
of solution - enables more than one programmer to 
work on a particular problem with minimal' duplication 
of effort. (The accompanying illustration depicts a 
Honeywell COBOL source program.) 

To complement the modularity of the Series 200 hard
ware, the various COBOL versions implement a set of 
language modules, expanding the features of COBOL as 
the machine capacity is increased. This design approach 
allows the COBOL user to enhance the power of the 
source language and to produce larger object programs 
as the need arises. 
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Tilt; fI}i~;\!TIrIC;;\T[()\j !)[V[SJON identifie: th~ source ':.-; .-' 
pTogrUTl1 (I!1U prclV!c/r;s opt.)()Iwi documentatIOn mforma-
! i Or! ~ 

The ENVm()N,\H~;\!T DIVISION specifies the processor 
1m which r.i1e source program is to be compiled, the 
crmj'iguratio11 on which the object program is to be ex
(!cllted, uIId the rciCltionships between data files and 
input/olltput mediu. The CONFIGURATION SECTION 
con/oins three parngrophs whir;h deal with the over-all 
spccificCllioilS til' the processors involved and equate 
ocluu] }wf(l\"larc l1Wl1CS t"lith mnemonic names supplied 
by the pru?;rnmmcr. Tl)(~ rNPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 
consists of two plifugruphs which identify each file and 
specify illjJiit/()U!pilt techniq[Jes. respectively. 

The DA'L'A UIV[SI()\f describes the data to be pro
r;esscd hy the object pl'Ogrum. It contains a FILE SEC
TION which desc6bes the files used. There may be a 
WORKI1\'G STOHACE SECTION which allocntes mem
ory spocc ror tile s[()ruge of intermediate results, 

The PH()CEDURE DIVISION describes the procedures L 
to be used in processing the oota described in the DATA 
U1\.'1S10I\': it contuins 011 the necessnry steps to solve W 
o given prohlcm. Procedures are written CIS sentences.~, 

which (Ire com/lined to form nomed porographs, Like-
\i\/iso, porugruphs mny he combined to form sections. 
p(Jfogrop/J and sectioIl llWllPS ore assigned by the pro
gruml11f'J' so thol crmfroi mny he tmnsforred from one 
,;cction or parngroph to another. 
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THE COBOL COMPILERS 

The Series 200 COBOL compilers are syntax-directed. 
The smallest version operates in a system consisting of 

4 f~ur magnetic tape units, a card reader, an on-li~~ printer, 
-'-,..r'.~d a 16,384-character memory. (Most compehhve com

pilers possessing a comparable set of language elements 
require a memory about three times this size.) Honey
well COBOL compilers are known for their high per
formance, and the Series 200 compilers are no excep
tion: Compile times for typical programs are on the 
order of one to two minutes with the smallest version. 

In addition to providing an expanded language capabil
ity, the larger compiler versions enable the processing 
of larger source programs. COBOL compilers are avail
able for memory sizes of 32,768 characters and larger. 

The Series 200 COBOL compilers possess several sig
nificant operating features: 

~ Maintenance facilities for source-lcwguuge files. 
~ Fust diagnostic scun. 
~ Job-oriented operating system. 
~ Dynumic reussignmen t 0 f reCld/ write cllClnnels. 
~ A voriety of checKout (licls such as u dutu distribution 

system. dynumic and static dumping [ucilities, etc. 

COBOL COMPILER 

LISTING 

SERIES 200 FORTRAN 

Fortran consists of two basic elements: a source lan
guage (Fortran IV) whose structure closely resembles 
the language of mathematics, and a compiler which 
translates the statements and formulas written in the 
source language into a machine-language program. 
Series 200 Fortran is an upward-compatible set of com
piler versions that provides increasingly powerful lan
guage elements and operating characteristics for the 
larger equipment configurations. 

FORTRAN LANGUAGE 

Programs are written directly as algebraic expressions 
and arithmetic statements. Additional statements, such 
as transfer, decision, indexing, and input/output state
ments, control the processing of the algebraic expres
sions. The smallest compiler version translates a major 
portion of Fortran IV, including logical statements and 
testing, data initialization, labelled COMMON areas, 
and type statement declarations. Even more sophisti
cated language elements are accepted by the larger 
versions. 

THE FORTRAN COMPILERS 

All Series 200 Fortran compilers are designed for rapid 
compilation and optimum efficiency of object coding. 
Translated programs can be combined with other pre
viously compiled and assembled programs and immedi
ately executed to obtain fast results. The smallest ver
sion requires as few as 16,384 characters of memory, 
plus four magnetic tape units, a card reader, card punch, 
and printer. Larger versions, which exploit the added 
features and instructions of the scientific hardware 
option, can process programs utilizing very large core 
storage capacities, up to 524,000 characters. Special 
features of the Fortran compilers include object code 
optimization and a highly sophisticated diagnostic 
system. 

SEfUES 200 

!'ORTRAN COMPILER 

MACHINE-LANSlIAbE 
PIfOGRAMS . 



GENERALIZED DATA 
MANIPULATION PROGRAMS 
In addition to program preparation aids, Honeywell also 
provides an extensive array of software to relieve the 
user of the tedious and complex task of programming 
such common jobs as sorting, input/output operations, 
and report generation. Many of these generalized pro
grams are offered in two or more versions, each spe
cifically tailored to take fullest advantage of a particular 
range of equipment configurations. 

MAGNETIC TAPE INPUT/OUTPUT PACKAGE -

~~:~e:nted to handle both Honeywell and cOmpetitiv~::I~·~""·-.. "'·~'""--~ 
data conventions, the tape input/output control package 
provides object code, as directed by macro instructions, 
to perform the following functions: reading and writing 
tape records, blocking and unblocking of items within 
records, opening and closing files, and detection and 
automatic correction of errors (see accompanying illus
tration). Both fixed-length and variable-length records 
are handled by TIPTOP. 

PAPER TAPE INPUT PACKAGE - TOPPER 

The input package for paper tape systems - TOPPER 
- can handle 5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-level paper tapes. TOPPER 
performs all input functions stated above for TIPTOP 
with the added capability for data editing. Exits are also 
provided to a user-supplied code-conversion table. 



UTILITY ROUTINES 

Honeywell provides a growing library of utility routines 
to extend the capabilities of the standard operating aids 

: .. provided for Series 200 users. Descriptions of some of 
~ese routines follow. 

THE UPDATE AND SELECT PROGRAM 

This program accepts as input a transaction program 
tape, an old program master file, and a deck of director 
and correction cards. The transaction and master file 
tapes can contain machine-language programs produced 
by the Easycoder Assembly System and the COBOL and 
Fortran compilers, as well as Honeywell software pro
grams. The Update and Select Program can perform the 
following functions under control of parameters speci
fied on the input director cards: 

PROGRAM MASTER FILE UPDATE - Programs from 
the old master file are deleted, corrected, or left un
changed, and new programs are added from the trans
action tape. Updating can include changing of program 
job assignments. A new program master file tape is pro
duced. 

PROGRAM SELECTION - A run tape which contains 
selected programs from the new program master file is 
produced for use in checkout or production operations. 

DIRECTORY LISTING - A directory is printed which 
includes a separate listing of programs in the new pro-

- gram master file and on the production run tape. ..... 
""",,DYNAMIC TAPE AND MEMORY DUMP ROUTINES 

These routines, particularly valuable when debugging 
programs, provide automatic, "on-the-fly" recording of 

~~it.· 
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the contents of memory and of magnetic tape files. Calls 
to these routines may be programmed in advance by 
use of macro instructions or initiated at object time by 
the operator. 

PATCH ROUTINE 

The use of Patch enables octal changes (or corrections) 
to be made to specified programs at object program 
execution time. The changes occur in core memory only; 
they do not affect the object program stored on the run 
tape. 

THOR - TAPE HANDLING OPTION ROUTINE 

THOR is a set of general tape-handling and correction 
routines for use with the Series 200. Under the direction 
of parameters supplied by the operator from punched 
cards, paper tape, or the control panel, THOR can per
form nine separate functions. These include: 

COMPARE AND PRINT - A specified number of rec
ords from each of two tapes are compared, record for 
record, with all non-identical records printed in either 
alphanumeric or octal mode. 

LOCA TE - A tape is searched for the first occurrence 
of specified information. 

CORRECT AND COPY - A designated record is copied 
from one tape to another with specified corrections. 

In manipulating magnetic tapes, either a record-counting 
method or a file identification method may be employed . 
The file option provides added convenience in that it 
permits operation over an entire tape or file, rather than 
over a specified number of records. 



SCOPE - SYSTEM FOR COORDINATION OF 
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 

SCOPE consists of a group of independent coroutines 
which control the automatic transfer of data between 
pairs of peripheral devices such as magnetic tape drives, 
punched card equipment, paper tape equipment, and 
printers. 

A variety of data conversion operations can be per
formed by SCOPE [see the accompanying illustration). 
The degree of simultaneity achieved in performing 
combinations of these conversion operations depends 
upon the Series 200 processor employed. 

"Own-coding" routines [prepared in Easycoder assembly 
language) may be included in a SCOPE deck to perform 
such functions as editing and unblocking of records. 
For example, if it is desired to edit records coming from 
or going to various terminal devices, own-coding can be 
inserted into each of the terminal device coroutines at 
specified points . 

...... <9 



SUMMARY 
Honeywell offers a full complement of programming and 
operating aids designed to assist the user in taking 
fullest advantage of superior Series 200 Hardware. This 
software has the following qualities: 

COMPREHENSIVENESS 

Included are all the functions required in normal data 
processing: assembly system, business- and science
oriented compilers, conversion systems, tape and ran
dom access sorts and I/O programs, mathematical sub
routines, repcrt generator, object program maintenance 
and operating system, and an extensive array of utility 
programs. 

FLEXIBILITY 

Modular design ensures that programs and systems are 
available for all Series 200 sizes and configurations. 

POWER 

Performance is maximized by combining source lan
guages encompassing a wide range of functions with 
highly efficient processing techniques. 

SIMPLICITY 

Easy-to-use source languages and simple operating pro
cedures enable programmers and operators to take maxi
mum advantage of the throughput and efficiency built 
into the hardware. 

INTERCHANGEABILITY 

Object programs produced by both compilers and by the 
assembly system, as well as Honeywell software pro
grams, can be intermixed and processed by a common 
operating system; 

INTRA-SERIES COMPATIBILITY 

Software and software-produced object programs which 
run in the smallest Series 200 processor can run to ad
vantage in the largest system configuration. 

JOB ASSIGNABILITY 

Programs can be assigned during assembly or compila
tion to specific jobs and called at checkout or produc
tion time either singly or, for automatic serial perform
ance, by job. 

FULL BACK-UP AND SUPPORT 

The well staffed education, systems service, and docu
mentation facilities of Honeywell EDP all contribute to 
a continuing back-up program for all Series 200 pro
gramming and operating aids. 




